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Organization 

The following documents represent the range and organization of the Massachusetts English Language Arts Curriculum Frameworks 

that students must master upon completion of their third year of English, along with the skills, learning outcomes, assessments, text-

sets and materials connected with said Standards.  The curriculum documents are organized into six units of study, with dates provided 

as a guide to the pacing of the unit.  While the documents outline specific theme of “perceptions of the American dream” for 11
th

 

grade, as well as some required extended texts, the intention of the document is not to dictate all that teachers teach, or how teachers 

teach.  It is the expectation that teachers will adhere to the minimum requirements for the sake of consistency and cohesion in the 

delivery of the Standards, but that they will also feel free to use the documents as the starting point for their own unit and lesson 

development.  Teachers are further encouraged to tailor the units and themes to the specific needs of their students and theme of their 

school. 

 

Course Description 

Students in third year English will understand and analyze works of fiction and nonfiction drawn from the rich tradition of American literature, 

examining common themes, assumptions, philosophical backgrounds and rhetorical strategies. Students will write in a variety of forms with 

increasing complexity, including a sustained research project. It is important for students to understand the connection between literature from 

both the past and the present and the experience of America’s diverse population; therefore, the course will focus on the theme of Perceptions of 

the American Dream. Required readings may include The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Twain), Death of a Salesman (Miller), The Great 

Gatsby (Fitzgerald) and The Autobiography of Malcolm X.  

 

Course Levels 

Each of the English courses is offered at the honors and the college prep levels.  While the standards and learning outcomes will 

remain the same regardless of course level, the amount of teacher support and student modification will vary between the honors and 

college prep level.  These modifications include, but are not limited to, a higher volume of reading assignments, as well as more 

challenging written assignments to be completed with a higher degree of student independence.  It is the expectation that teachers 

specializing in ESL and special education will make the necessary accommodations that said sub groups require.  
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Language Progressive Skills 

At the beginning of 11
th

 grade all students will be administered a writing pre-assessment, which will assess for the language standards 

that are outlined by the MA ELA Frameworks.  Teachers should use the data from this assessment to determine areas of need in 

relation to language skills, and plan instruction in those areas.  Additionally, teachers will revisit language skill building as they assess 

students throughout the year via writing assignments and oral language proficiency.  
 

Standard 

Grade(s) 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9– 
10 

11– 
12 

L.3.1f. Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.         

L.3.3a. Choose words and phrases for effect.         

L.4.1f. Produce complete sentences, recognizing and correcting inappropriate fragments and run-ons.         

L.4.1g. Correctly use frequently confused words (e.g., to/too/two; there/their).         

L.4.3a. Choose words and phrases to convey ideas precisely.*         

L.4.3b. Choose punctuation for effect.         

L.5.1d. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.         

L.5.2a. Use punctuation to separate items in a series.†         

L.6.1c. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person.         

L.6.1d. Recognize and correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear or ambiguous antecedents).         

L.6.1e. Recognize variations from standard English in their own and others’ writing and speaking, and 
identify and use strategies to improve expression in conventional language. 

        

L.6.2a. Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements.         

L.6.3a. Vary sentence patterns for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.‡         

L.6.3b. Maintain consistency in style and tone.         

L.7.1c. Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing and correcting misplaced and dangling 
modifiers. 

        

L.7.3a. Choose language that expresses ideas precisely and concisely, recognizing and eliminating 
wordiness and redundancy. 

        

L.8.1d. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb voice and mood.         

L.9–10.1a. Use parallel structure.         
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Introduction and WIDA Standards 
Lawrence is a sheltered instruction district meaning that we have both English language development classes as well as the expectation 

that all courses are sheltered so that English Language Learners (ELLs) have access to the curriculum. 92% of LPS students come from 

homes that speak a different native language, 24% of the student population is coded as an ELL, and 30% are former ELLs. This means 

that all teachers in Lawrence need to be aware of the linguistic challenges that their students face and have the strategies to maintain high 

expectations for these students while at the same time allowing them to grow linguistically across content areas. This document provides 

all teachers a framework to approach teaching ELL students while enhancing instruction for all students in the district. WIDA Can Do 

Descriptors can be found at http://www.wida.us/standards/CAN_DOs/ 

One important component of good ELL instruction is the implementation of English Language Proficiency (ELP) standards and 

assessments. WiDA, World-class Instructional Design and Assessment, is a system of ELP standards and assessments that is rooted in the 

philosophy of advancing academic language development and academic achievement for ELLs.  

The WiDA system consists of five ELP standards that are intended to be integrated into the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks:  

ELP Standard 1: ELLs communicate for social and instructional purposes within a school building 
ELP Standard 2: ELLs communicate information, ideas and concepts necessary for academic success in the content area of Language Arts 
ELP Standard 3: ELLs communicate information, ideas and concepts necessary for academic success in the content area of Mathematics 
ELP Standard 4: ELLs communicate information, ideas and concepts necessary for academic success in the content area of Science 
ELP Standard 5: ELLs communicate information, ideas and concepts necessary for academic success in the content area of Social Studies 

The WiDA system consists of two assessments:  

W-APT Exam administered by a school when the parent designates that the home language is other than English to determine ELL status 
ACCESS Annual exam administered by a school that measures proficiency across the four language domains (reading, writing, listening, 

speaking) 
Rubrics  Speaking and Writing rubrics intended to be used by teachers on a formative basis on classroom level tasks  

 
 

https://mail.lawrence.k12.ma.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=-IMXvH2VS0u-TwShLRlhfxcCm84zOtAIao42CUfZS1F8Z4XNI8mqIoPc4mRaifCD6sQ8rrSyIFc.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.wida.us%2fstandards%2fCAN_DOs%2f
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Planning Scaffolds and Supports for ELLs within a Unit 
When a teacher begins to plan to teach a unit, he/she first needs to think about the ELL students in their classroom and review the 

students’ English language proficiency levels. Once a teacher knows the level of the students, they can plot these students on the “CAN DO 

Descriptors” in order to see to what extent they need to differentiate the objectives/activities/assessments for the unit so that all students 

have access to the curriculum and content. This means thinking about both the unit and daily outcomes and figuring out what needs to be 

put in place so that the ELLs are able to complete the same outcomes and fully participate in the learning.  

Questions to consider when scaffolding a unit:  

1) What kind of context/background knowledge do the students need to have prior to this unit? 

2) What vocabulary needs to be identified and pre-taught? 

3) What text features need to be explicitly taught so that they understand the genre and style of the text? 

4) What explicit connections can students make with the text?  

More specifically, when thinking about daily lesson plans and objectives, teachers need to plan what supports need to be in place for the 

specific daily outcome.  

Examples of supports for a daily lesson plan:  

Sensory Supports Graphic Supports Interactive Supports 

 Real-life objects (realia) 
 Manipulatives 
 Pictures and Photographs 
 Illustrations, diagrams and drawings 
 Magazines and Newspapers 
 Physical activities  
 Videos and Films 
 Broadcasts  
 Models and Figures  

 Charts 
 Graphic Organizers 
 Tables 
 Graphs 
 Timelines 
 Number Lines 

 In pairs or partners 
 In triads or small groups 
 In a whole group 
 Using cooperative group structures 
 With the Internet (Web sites) or 

software programs 
 In the native language (L1) 
 With mentors 
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Vocabulary Standards and Instructional Strategies 

The Massachusetts Curriculum Framework for English Language Arts and Literacy outlines specific vocabulary proficiencies that 

must be attained by the end of each grade level.  These vocabulary standards are represented in Strands for both Reading Literature 

and Informational Text.  In addition the Language Standards 3-6 also outline vocabulary specific skills that must be practiced and 

mastered to proficiency by the conclusion of grades 11-12.  It is the expectation that students at Lawrence High School receive regular 

and consistent instruction around the following vocabulary skills.    

 

 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings; 

analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is 

particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful.  

 

 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative, connotative, and technical 

meanings; analyze how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the course of a text.  

 

 Determine the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases using a range of strategies, including: 

 Use context as a clue to the meaning of words and phrases. 

 Identify and correctly use patterns of word changes that indicate different meanings or parts of speech. 

 Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or determine 

or clarify its precise meaning, its part of speech, its etymology, or its standard usage.  

 Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase. 

 

 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings by interpreting figures of 

speech in context and analyze their role in the text, and analyzing nuances in the meaning of words with similar denotations.  

 

 Acquire and use accurately general and domain-specific words and phrases, sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening 

at the college and career readiness level; demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when considering a word 

or phrase important to comprehension or expression.  

 

Evidence of students’ work on the above should be apparent in students’ notebooks. Specific vocabulary strategies have been 

included in the “teacher resource” section of this document as a suggested guide for vocabulary instruction.  
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Unit 1  

August 20 – September 26 

The Autobiography of Malcolm X (Non-Fiction) 

Explanatory Writing 

Essential 

Questions: 

 

 How do the stories of others help us to examine and make meaning of our own lives? 

 How do writers use reflection to make sense of prior experiences? 

 What is the American Dream? Is it attainable for all American citizens? 

 What is the relationship between non-fiction writing and historical context? 

MA ELA 

Standards 

RI2: Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how they interact and build on one another to 

provide a complex analysis; provide an objective summary of the text. 

RI3: Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including the order in which the points are made, how they are introduced and 

developed, and the connections that are drawn between them.  

RI5: Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an author uses in his or her exposition or argument, including whether the structure makes points clear, 

convincing, and engaging. 

RI6: Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how style and content contribute to the power, 

persuasiveness, or beauty of the text 

RL3:  Analyze the impact of the author’s choices regarding how to develop and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., where a story is set, how the action is 

ordered, how the characters are introduced and developed). 

RL5: Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or end a story, the choice to provide a 

comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its aesthetic impact. 

RL9: Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century foundational works of American literature, including how two or more texts 

from the same period treat similar themes or topics.   

W2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, 

organization, and analysis of content. 

W7: Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 

inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation. 
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Concepts and 

Skills 

Main Idea                           Social Class 

Text Structure                     Gender 

Rhetoric                              Race                     

Making Inferences              Autobiography 

Literary Elements               Memoir  

Explanatory Writing          Point of View 

Figurative Language          Themes 

Activism                             Conflict  

Humanity                           Author’s Purpose 

Tone                                   

Synthesis of information in writing 

RL&I 1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says. 

RL&I4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text. 

SL1: Participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on grade 12 topics 

and texts.  

SL4:  Present information, findings, and supporting evidence. 

Sl5: Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual elements) in presentations to enhance understanding. 

W4:Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate 

to task, purpose, and audience. 

W5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new 

approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience 

W6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, and publish individual writing products in 

response to ongoing feedback. 

W2a: Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element 

builds on that which precedes it to create a unified whole. 

W2b: Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended 

definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s 

knowledge of the topic.  

W9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

Content 

Objectives 

Students will: 

 Determine the main ideas presented within the Autobiography of Malcolm X, and explain how they interact and build on one another to create an account of his 

life.  

 Describe how the author unfolds a series of ideas and events from the life of Malcolm X, and explain the order in which the points are made, how they are 

introduced and developed, and the connections that are drawn between them. 

 Determine the author’s purpose in the Autobiography of Malcolm X, and explain how style and content contribute to the meaning and power of the text. 

 Identify two or more themes in a short work of fiction, and explain how these themes relate to one or more of the central ideas explored in Autobiography of 

Malcolm X. 

 Compare and contrast a foundational work of U.S. literature with the Autobiography of Malcolm X, paying particular attention to the development of theme.  

 Compare and contrast the structure of the Autobiography of Malcolm X with a work of short fiction from the same time period, and explain the impact that the text 

structures have on the meanings of the texts.  

 Identify major poetic elements in two or more poems, and compare and contrast how two poems express similar themes, but in different ways.  

 Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics related to the Autobiography of Malcolm X, using valid reasoning and relevant and 

sufficient evidence. 

 Conduct short term research on a topic related to Autobiography of Malcolm X, synthesizing multiple sources on the subject, and demonstrating understanding of 

the subject under investigation, as well as the connections between the source and the Autobiography of Malcolm X. 
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Assessments/ 

Products 

Types of Writing  

Routine Writing: Students should extract information from texts and react to that information through daily note-taking strategies such as Content Response Notes 

and Cornell Notes.  Notes of this sort should be completed for each of the literary concepts outlined within this unit.  In addition, frequent, explicit vocabulary 

instruction should be included using tools like multiple entry vocabulary journals and the Frayer Model.  

 

Writing Assessment – Explanatory Essay 
 

Example Essay:  The Civil Rights Movement is often discussed in history texts as a single movement that led to sweeping changes in society.  What does The 

Autobiography of Malcolm X show us about this movement?  How do the experiences that Malcolm X shape his role in the Civil Rights Movement?  

 

Standards and Content covered in this unit will also be assessed on the district-wide Common Assessment in January 

 

Texts 1 Extended Work of Literature: 

 

2 Short Works of Literature, 1 Short Informational Text 

 

Suggested Supplemental Reading/Materials:  

“Dreams,”  “A Dream Deferred, and” “I Have A Dream”  by Langston Hughes 

“I Have A Dream” speech”by Martin Luther King, Jr.  

“The Unfinished Dialogue of Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X” by Clayborne Carson 

“Malcolm X’s Letter to a King”  

“Dr. King’s Statement After the Death of Malcolm X” 

“Those Winter Sundays, “Homage to the Empress of the Blues,”  and “Frederick Douglas” by Robert Hayden 

“For Malcolm X” by Margaret Walker 
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Unit 2  

September 29 – October 31 (Term 1 Ends October 24) 

Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller OR Fences by August Wilson (Fiction/Drama) 

Argumentative Writing, Narrative Writing 

Essential 

Questions 

 

 What are the discontents of and obstacles to attaining the American Dream?  

 Who is the American Hero? 

 How do the dreams and aspirations of our parents and grandparents change and impact family relationships from generation to generation? 

MA ELA 

Standards 

RL2: Determine two or more themes of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how they interact and build on one another to 

produce a complex account; provide an objective summary of the text. 

RL3:Analyze the impact of the author’s choices regarding how to develop and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., where a story is set, how the action is 

ordered, how the characters are introduced and developed). 

RI3:  Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events interact and develop over the course of the text. 

RL5: Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or end a story, the choice to provide a 

comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its aesthetic impact. 

RL7: Analyze multiple interpretations of a story, or poem (e.g., recorded or live production of a play or recorded novel or poetry); evaluating how each version 

interprets the source text. (Include at least one play by Shakespeare and one play by an American dramatist.) 

MA.8: Analyze a work of fiction, poetry, or drama using a variety of critical lenses (e.g., formal, psychological, historical, sociological, feminist). 

W1: Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. W3: Write 

narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences. 

W3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concepts and Drama                RL & RI 1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly.  
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Skills Character Development  

Main Idea 

Modern Tragic Hero 

Tragic Flaw   

Stage Direction       

Setting               

Prologue            

Dramatic Irony 

Monologue 

Aside 

Theme 

RL RI 4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and 

connotative meanings. 

SL1: Participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on grade 12 topics, texts, and issues 

expressing their own ideas clearly. 

SL4: Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct perspective. 

SL5: Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical elements) in presentations to enhance 

understanding 

W4:Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to 

task, purpose, and audience. 

W5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new 

approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience 

W6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, and publish individual writing products in response to 

ongoing feedback. 

W1a: Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the claim(s), and distinguish the 

claim from alternate or opposing claims. 

W1b: Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most relevant evidence for 

each. 

W9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

Content 

Objectives 

Students will: 

 Identify two or more themes within the play, and explain how they interact and build on one another to create overall meaning in a work.  

 Delineate the structure that author uses in the play, and explain how this structure relates to the overall meaning of the play.  

 Identify the elements of drama in the play, and explain the impact that these elements have on the reader’s interpretation of the play. 

 Compare and contrast how the play and another text from the same time period treat similar topics, and explain how these topics relate to the historical and 

contemporary contexts. 

 Relate the structure of the play to the aesthetic impact that the structure has on the play. 

 Explain how major characters develop within the play, and determine the relationships between this development and the elements of drama.  

 Analyze the development of the central character in the play through a psychological lens. 

 Compare and contrast the development of the main character in the play as a tragic hero with Aristotle’s definition of tragedy.  

 Compare and contrast multiple interpretations of the play and evaluate how each version interprets the original text. 

 Write arguments in support of a claim related to the play, using valid reasoning, and sufficient evidence. 

 Create a narrative of a real or imagined experience related to one of the themes within the play, using effective narrative technique.  
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Assessments/ 

Products 

Routine Writing: Students should extract information from texts and react to that information through daily note-taking strategies such as Content Response Notes 

and Cornell Notes.  Notes of this sort should be completed for each of the literary concepts outlined within this unit.  In addition, frequent, explicit vocabulary 

instruction should be included using tools like multiple entry vocabulary journals and the Frayer Model.  

 

Writing Assessment – Argumentative Essay:  

 

Example Essay Question:  Aristotle’s definition of a tragedy is “watching a great man fall.”  In a well-developed essay, argue either for or against Willy Loman’s 

story as a model for this definition.  Is Willy Loman a great man, and how does he fall?  Was he a doomed tragic hero from the get-go, or could he have been 

saved, and if so, what would have to have happened differently?  Be sure to support your thesis with relevant and specific examples from the play. 

 

Narrative Writing 

Suggested topic: Students will write a narrative of a real or imagined experience related to one of the themes within the play that they read. 

 

Texts 1 Extended Work of Literature-  

 

Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller or Fences by August Wilson 

 

1 Short Work of Literature, 1 Short Informational Text 

 

Suggested Supplementary Reading/Materials: 

"Advice to a Prophet"  by Richard Wilbur (Poem)               “A Small, Good Thing” by Raymond Carver 

“America” by Allen Ginsberg                                                “Petrified Man” by Eudora Welty 

"Happiness" or "The Current" by Raymond Carver              “The Man Who Was Almost a Man” by Ralph Ellison  

“Memories of West Street and Lepke” by Robert Lowell      Aristotle’s Definition of Tragedy from “Aristotle’s Poetics” 

“My Friends ” by W.S. Merwin (Poem) 

“The Black Swan” by James Merrill (Poem) 

“The Octopus” by James Merrill (Poem)  

“Tulips” by Sylvia Plath (Poem)   

 

*See list of supplementary titles in the appendix for additional titles 
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Unit 3  

November 3– December 19 

Teacher’s Choice – Extended Work American Fiction or Non-Fiction  

Explanatory Writing 

Essential 

Questions 

 Do literary and non-literary pieces reflect our culture or have helped to shape or make changes to it? 

 How does the type of literary genre help to shape the author’s message and purpose? 

 How does a work of literature inform our understanding of the American Dream? 

MA ELA 

Standards 

RL9: Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century foundational works of world literature, including how two or more texts from 

the same period treat similar themes or topics.  

RL2: Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how they interact and build on 

one another to produce a complex account; provide an objective summary of the text. 

RL7: Analyze multiple interpretations of a story, or poem (e.g., recorded or live production of a play or recorded novel or poetry); evaluating how each version 

interprets the source text. (Include at least one play by Shakespeare and one play by an American dramatist.) 

RI6: Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how style and content contribute to the power, 

persuasiveness, or beauty of the text.  

 

RI7:Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as in words in order to 

address a question or solve a problem. 

 

RI8: Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including the application of constitutional principles and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. 

Supreme Court majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy (e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses). 

 

RI9: Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century foundational U.S. documents of historical and literary significance (including The Declaration of 

Independence, the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address) for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical features 

MA.8.A.Analyze a work of fiction, poetry, or drama using a variety of critical lenses (e.g., formal, psychological, historical, sociological, feminist). 

W2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, 

organization, and analysis of content. 
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Concepts and 

Skills 

Theme v. Topic 

 

Main  Idea 

 

Compare and Contrast 

 

Narratives 

 

Explanatory Writing 

Objective Summary 

Point of View 

Author’s Purpose 

Style 

Tone 

Constitutional  

Principles  

RL1 & RI1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn 

from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

RL4 & RI4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings; 

analyze the cumulative impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone. 

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (with diverse partners on Grade 12 topics, texts, and issues, 

building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 

SL4: Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that listeners can follow the 

line of reasoning. 

SL5: Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in presentations to enhance 

understanding of findings. 

W4:Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

W5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing 

what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience 

W6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing products in response to ongoing 

feedback. 

W2a: Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that which precedes it to 

create a unified whole. 

W2b: Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, 

or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic 

W9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

 

 

 

Objectives  Determine two or more themes in an extended work of world literature, and explain how they interact and build on one another throughout the novel. 

 Identify elements of early 18
th

, 19
th

, or 20
th

 Century foundational works of world literature, and explain how these elements contribute to the meaning of the 

work. 

 Compare and contrast how two short works of early 18
th

, 19
th

 or 20
th
 Century world literature express the same topics and themes, but in different ways.  

 Determine an author’s point of view and purpose in a work of 17
th

, 18
th

, and/or 19
th

 century foundational U.S. historical documents. 

 Explain the historical and literary significance of a work of 17
th

, 18
th

, and/or 19
th

 century foundational U.S. historical documents, paying particular attention 

to themes within the works.  

 Determine the central ideas presented in a work of 17
th

, 18
th

, and/or 19
th

 century foundational U.S. historical documents, and evaluate the effectiveness of 

the rhetorical techniques used by the speaker.  

 Examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information related to a work of 17
th

, 18
th

, or 19
th

 century U.S. historical documents 

 Compare and contrast how two or more texts from the same time period treat similar themes. 

 Explain how the major themes in a work of literature relate to the historical context in which it was written, as well as to contemporary times.  

 Compare and contrast multiple interpretations of a work of fiction, and evaluate how each version interprets the original text.  

 Discuss a work of literature from a feminist, sociological, historical, psychological or philosophical perspective.  
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 Convey complex ideas, concepts and information clearly and accurately through explanatory writing.  

 Create narratives to develop a real or imagined experience using effective technique.  

Assessments/ 

Products 

Types of Writing  

 

Routine Writing: Students should extract information from texts and react to that information through daily note-taking strategies such as Content Response Notes 

and Cornell Notes.  Notes of this sort should be completed for each of the literary concepts outlined within this unit.  In addition, frequent, explicit vocabulary 

instruction should be included using tools like multiple entry vocabulary journals and the Frayer Model.  

 

Writing Assessment: Explanatory Essay -   Students will write one extended explanatory essay on a question related to the literature explored in this unit.  

 

Standards addressed in this unit will also be assessed on the district-wide Common Assessment in January 

Text 1 extended work of American Literature –  Teacher Choice 

1 short work of American Literature 

1 Short Informational Text 

 

*See list of supplementary titles in the appendix for additional titles 
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Unit 4  

January 5 – February 13 (Term 2 Ends January 9) 

Extended Research Essay 

Teacher’s Choice in Extended Work of Non-Fiction 

EQ:  What is the purpose and power of research? 

 How do I know if my information is reliable, accurate, unbiased, current and appropriate? 

 How do authors use rhetorical techniques to appeal to a specific audience?  

 How do I synthesize multiple sources of information? 

MA ELA 

Standards 

RL9: Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century foundational works of American literature, including how two or more texts from 

the same period treat similar themes or topics.   

RI2: Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how they interact and build on one another to 

produce a complex account; provide an objective summary of the text. 

RI6: Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how style and content contribute to the power, 

persuasiveness, or beauty of the text.  

 

RI7:Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as in words in order to address a 

question or solve a problem. 

 

RI8: Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including the application of constitutional principles and use of legal reasoning and the premises, 

purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy. 

 

RI9: Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century foundational U.S. documents of historical and literary significance (including The Declaration of 

Independence, the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address) for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical features 

W2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, 

organization, and analysis of content. 

W7: Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 

inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation. 

W8: Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each 

source in terms of the task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on 

any one source and following a standard format for citation. 

SL2: Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) in order to make informed decisions and 

solve problems, evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each source and noting any discrepancies among the data. 
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SL4: Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning. 

Content and 

Skills 

Research – Purpose, Process, Organization, Impact 

MLA citation                    Thesis 

Theme vs. Topic              Rhetorical techniques 

Compare and Contrast      Author’s Purpose 

Point of View         

Reliable v. Unreliable Sources 

Biased v. Unbiased Sources 

RL & RI1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly, as well as 

inferences drawn from the text.  

RL & RI4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and 

connotative meanings.  

SL1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on grade 12 

topics, texts, and issues their own ideas clearly and persuasively. 

SL 4: Present information, findings, conveying a clear perspective, such that listeners can follow the line of 

reasoning. 

SL5: Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical elements) in presentations to enhance 

understanding 

W4:Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, 

purpose, and audience. 

W5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 

focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience 

W6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, and publish individual writing products in response to 

ongoing feedback. 

W9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

Objectives Students will:  

 Identify elements of early 18
th

, 19
th

 or 20
th

 Century foundational works of American literature, and explain how they work to develop the text and create meaning 

for the reader.  

 Compare and contrast how two short works of early 18
th

, 19
th

 or 20
th
 Century foundational works of American literature express the same topics and themes, but 

in different ways.  

 Determine an author’s point of view and purpose in a work of 18
th

, 19
th

, or 20
th

 Century foundational U.S. historical documents, and evaluate the manner in 

which the author accomplishes his or her purpose. 

 Explain the historical and literary significance of an 18
th

, 19
th
 or 20

th
 Century foundational U.S. historical documents, paying particular attention to themes 

within the works.  

 Determine the central ideas presented in a work of 18
th

, 19
th

 or 20
th

 Century foundational U.S. historical documents, and evaluate the effectiveness of the 

rhetorical techniques used by the speaker.  

 Conduct sustained research to answer a question or solve a problem, narrowing or broadening inquiry when necessary. 

 Synthesize multiple sources of information on a research topic, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.  

 Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media in order to solve problems through research.  

 Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively. 

 Assess the strengths and limitations of sources in terms of task, purpose, and audience. 

 Evaluate the credibility and accuracy of information from sources, noting discrepancies among the data.  

 Present information, findings, and supporting evidence in a way in which listeners can follow the line of reasoning. 
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Assessments/ 

Products 

Types of Writing: 

Routine Writing:  Students should extract information from texts and react to that information through daily note-taking strategies such as Content Response Notes and 

Cornell Notes.  Notes of this sort should be completed for each of the literary concepts outlined within this unit.  In addition, frequent, explicit vocabulary instruction 

should be included using tools like multiple entry vocabulary journals and the Frayer Model.  

 

Writing Assessment:  Students will write one extended explanatory essay on a question related to the literature explored in this unit.  

 

Research: Students will complete a formal research paper on a topic related to the theme of “Perceptions of the American Dream.” 

 

Standards addressed in this unit will also be assessed on the district-wide Common Assessment in January 

Texts 1 extended U.S. Foundational Work – Teacher Choice 

 

2 Short Works of American Literature, 1 U.S. Historical Document 

 

*See list of supplementary titles in the appendix for additional titles 
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Unit 5  

February 23 – April 10 (Term 3 Ends March 24) 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain (Fiction) 

Explanatory Writing, Narrative Writing 

Essential 

Questions 

 How does point of view contribute to authenticity of a story? 

 How is theme reflected through character behavior and elements of plot? 

 How does the plot structure of a novel help the author to accomplish his or her purpose? 

 How has the American Dream changed over time? 

 How do authors use satire and irony to make social commentary? 

MA ELA 

Standards 

RL2: Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how they interact and build on one 

another to produce a complex account; provide an objective summary of the text. 

RL3: Analyze the impact of the author’s choices regarding how to develop and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., where a story is set, how the action is ordered, 

how the characters are introduced and developed). 

RL5:Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or end a story, the choice to provide a 

comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its aesthetic impact. 

RL6: Analyze a case in which grasping point of view requires distinguishing what is directly stated in a text from what is really meant (e.g., satire, sarcasm, irony, or 

understatement). 

RL7: Analyze multiple interpretations of a story, drama, or poem (e.g., recorded or live production of a play or recorded novel or poetry); evaluating how each version 

interprets the source text. (Include at least one play by Shakespeare and one play by an American dramatist.) 

RI3:  Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events interact and develop over the course of the text. 

RI5:Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an author uses in his or her exposition or argument, including whether the structure makes points clear, 

convincing, and engaging. 

W2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, 

organization, and analysis of content. 

W3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences. 

. 
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 Compare and Contrast     Theme 

 

Topic                               Main Idea 

Objective Summary        Point of View 

Irony                               Satire          

Narration                        Realism 

Explanatory Text           Slave Narrative  

Social Responsibility     Social Conformity 

Regionalism                   Dialect 

RL & RI1: Cite strong textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly, as well as 

inferences drawn from the text.   

RL & RI 4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative 

and connotative meanings; describe the cumulative impact of specific word choices on meaning. 

SL1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (with diverse partners on 

Grade 11 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 

SL4: Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear perspective, such that 

listeners can follow the line of reasoning. 

SL5: Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in 

presentations to enhance understanding. 

W4:Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to 

task, purpose, and audience. 

W5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new 

approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience 

W6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, and publish individual or shared writing products in 

response to ongoing feedback. 

W2a: Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds 

on that which precedes it to create a unified whole. 

W2b: Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, 

concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of 

the topic.  

W9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

Content 

Objectives 

Students will: 

 Identify two or more main  ideas in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and describe how they build upon one another and interact over the course of the text. 

 Explain the order in which an author unfolds a series of ideas in a piece of short non-fiction, and discuss the connections that exist between said ideas and the novel 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. 

 Identify Twain’s unique use of dialect, and explain how this use of language impacts the meaning of the novel.  

 Explain the order in which Twain unfolds a series of events in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, and discuss the connections that exist between said events. 

 Identify the author’s point of view in a work of non-fiction, and explain how this point of view contributes to the effectiveness of the rhetoric. 

 Explain how the style and content of a work of non-fiction create power, persuasion and beauty within the text. 

 Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 

 Identify the author’s point of view in a work of non-fiction, and explain how this point of view contributes to the effectiveness of the rhetoric. 

 Explain how the style and content of a work of non-fiction create power, persuasion and beauty within the text. 

 Synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation. 
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Assessment

s/Products 

Types of Writing  

Routine Writing: Students should extract information from texts and react to that information through daily note-taking strategies such as Content Response Notes and 

Cornell Notes.  Notes of this sort should be completed for each of the literary concepts outlined within this unit.  In addition, frequent, explicit vocabulary instruction 

should be included using tools like multiple entry vocabulary journals and the Frayer Model.  

 

Writing: Explanatory Essay 

 

Example Essay Question: Ernest Hemingway said of Huck Finn that “All American literature comes from one book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry Finn…there was 

nothing before.  There has been nothing as good since.”  However, some critics have attacked Mark Twain's novel as racist, prompting many school districts to ban the 

teaching of the book.  In a well-developed essay, choose one side of the debate, and explain why the novel should or should not be taught in high school classroom.  Be 

sure to support your thesis with solid examples from the novel.   

 

Standards and Content addressed in this unit will also be assessed on the district-wide Common Assessment in June 
 

Text  1 Extended work of American literature –  

 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain  

 

2 Short Works of American Literature, 1 Informational Text 

 

“Racism and Huckleberry Finn: Censorship, Dialogue, and Change” NCTE Article 

“Fight Over Huck Finn Continues: Ed Professor Wages battle for Twain Classic” Harvard University Gazette by Anne Powell 

Thomas Hart Benton’s 1936 Mural, “A Social History of the State of Missouri” 

“Jim and Hairball” by Norman Rockwell 

Notes of a Native Son by James Baldwin (Non-Fiction) 

Slave Songs:  “Follow the Drinking  Gourd, Deep River, Michael Row the Boat Ashore, and Sometimes I feel like a Motherless Child” 

Abolition Songs:  ‘The Grave Slave, The Fugitives Songs 

“The Slave Ships” by John Greenleaf Whittier 

 

*See list of supplementary titles in the appendix for additional titles 
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Unit 6  

April 20 – June 5 (End date could change) 

The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald  

Argumentative Writing 

Essential 

Questions 

 Does the American Dream transcend the divides of social class, race, and gender? 

 What is Fitzgerald’s comment on the American Dream? Is it attainable?  

 Can we escape or remake our past?  

 

MA ELA 

Standards 

RL2:  Determine two or more central ideas and/or themes of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how they interact and build 

on one another to produce a complex account; provide an objective summary of the text. 

RL3:  Analyze the impact of the author’s choices regarding how to develop and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., where a story is set, how the action is 

ordered, how the characters are introduced and developed). 

RL5:Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or end a story, the choice to provide a 

comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its aesthetic impact. 

MA.8: Analyze a work of fiction, poetry, or drama using a variety of critical lenses (e.g., formal, psychological, historical, sociological, feminist).  

RL9: Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century foundational works of American literature, including how two or more texts 

from the same period treat similar themes or topics.   

RI3: Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events interact and develop over the course of the text. 

RI5: Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an author uses in his or her exposition or argument, including whether the structure makes points clear, 

convincing, and engaging. 

W1: Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.  
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Concepts and 

Skills 

Central Idea   

Sequence of Ideas 

Argument 

Text Structure 

Point of View 

Purpose 

Autobiography 

Figurative Language 

Simile  

Metaphor 

Symbolism 

 

RL&RI1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 

inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

RL&RI4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and 

connotative meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone. 

SL4: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (with diverse partners on Grade 12 

topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 

SL5: Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that 

listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or opposing perspectives are addressed, and the organization, 

development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks. 

W4:Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, 

purpose, and audience. 

W5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 

focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience 

W6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing products in 

response to ongoing feedback, including new arguments or information. 

W2a: Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that 

which precedes it to create a unified whole. 

W2b: Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, 

concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic 

W9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

Content 

Objectives 

Students will: 

 Identify the central idea of The Great Gatsby, and explain how this central idea develops over the course of the book.  

 Identify the major themes of The Great Gatsby, and explain how the elements of fiction work together to create these themes. 

 Explain how the themes in The Great Gatsby build upon one another to create meaning for the reader.  

 Explain how the Fitzgerald structures certain sections of the novel, and explain how this structure contributes to the overall meaning of the text.  

 Examine The Great Gatsby closely through a historical lens, and decide how the text incorporates social commentary from the time in which it was written 

within the plot.  

 Compare and contrast how The Great Gatsby, and another short work of fiction from the same time period express similar themes, but in different ways.  

 Explain how a complex set of ideas in a work of short non-fiction interact and develop over the course of the text. 

 Identify the author’s purpose in a work of short non-fiction, and explain how the structure of the text helps the author to achieve his or her purpose.  

 Evaluate the effectiveness of an author’s argument in a work of non-fiction, and explain what elements of the text contribute to the effectiveness.  

 Convey complex ideas, concepts and information related to The Great Gatsby, clearly and accurately. 

 Synthesize multiple sources of information on a given concept or subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.  
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Assessments/ 

Products 

Types of Writing  

Routine Writing: Students should extract information from texts and react to that information through daily note-taking strategies such as Content Response Notes 

and Cornell Notes.  Notes of this sort should be completed for each of the literary concepts outlined within this unit.  In addition, frequent, explicit vocabulary 

instruction should be included using tools like multiple entry vocabulary journals and the Frayer Model.  

 

Writing Assessment: Argument Essay – 

 

Example Essay Question:  Some critics believe that The Great Gatsby shows the corruption or failure of the American Dream. Does Fitzgerald’s novel show the 

downfall of the American Dream?  Write a persuasive essay in which you argue whether or not The Great Gatsby shows the failure of the American Dream.  Be sure 

to include specific textual evidence from the novel to support your thesis.  
 

Standards and Content addressed in this unit will also be assessed on the district-wide Common Assessment in June 

Text 1 Extended Work of Literature: 

The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald  

 

2 Short Works of Literature, 1 Short Informational Text 

 

Suggested Supplemental Reading/Materials:  

 

“The Great Gatsby and the Twenties” (Ronald Berman)  

"Towards a Definition of American Modernism" (Daniel Joseph Singal,  American Quarterly 39, Spring 1987 

“The Curious Case of Benjamin Button” by F. Scott Fitzgerald  

“The Great Gatsby” film, dir. Clayton, 1974 

“The Great Gatsby” film, dir. Luhrmann, 2013 

 

*See list of supplementary titles in the appendix for additional titles 
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Suggested Supplementary Titles: 

Extended Texts Short Fiction Short Non-Fiction Poetry 
 Their Eyes Were Watching God  by Zora 

Neale Hurston  

 The Awakening by Kate Chopin 

 Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison  

 A Death in the Family by James Agree  

 In Cold Blood by Truman Capote  

 Cold Mountain by Charles Frazier 

 The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison  

 The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien  

 Krik? Krak! by Edwidge Danticat 

 The Lone Ranger & Tonto Fistfight in 

Heaven by Sherman Alexie 

 The Lovely Bones by Alice Sebold 

 A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled 

Hosseni 

 Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain 

 Twelve Angry Men by Reginald Rose 

 How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents by 

Julia Alvarez 

 A Lesson Before Dying by Earnest Gaines 

 The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears by 

Dinaw Mengestu 

 Narrative of the Life by Frederick Douglas  

 The Interesting Narrative of… by Olaudah 

Equiano 

 Black Boy by Richard Wright  

 Peace Like a River by Leif Engel 

Drama: 

 Fences by August Wilson  

Non-Fiction: 

 Into the Wild by Jon Krakauer 

 Dreams From My Father by Barack Obama 

 Black Like Me by John Howard Griffin 

 
 

 A Good Man is Hard to Find by 

Flannery O’Connor  

 Collected Stories by Katherine 

Anne Porter  

 The Man Who Saw the Flood by 

Richard Wright 

 America’s Story by Judith Ortiz 

Cofer 

 A Clean, Well-Lighted Place By 

Ernest Hemingway 

 A Rose for Emily by William 

Faulkner 

 Hills Like White Elephants  by 

Ernest Hemingway 

 The Snows of Kilimanjaro by 

Ernest Hemingway 

 A Small, Good Thing by 

Raymond Carver 

 The Man Who Was Almost a 

Man by Ralph Ellison 

 Petrified Man by Eudora Welty 

 Mrs. Spring Fragrance by Maude 

Eaton 

 The Fall of the House of Usher 

by Edgar Allen Poe 

 The Notorious Jumping Frog of 

Calaveras Country by Mark 

Twain 

 To Build a Fire by Jack London  

 The Story of an Hour by Kate 

Chopin 

 Ambush by Tim O’Brien  

 The Life You Save May Be Your 

Own, by Flannery O’Connor 

 Common Sense by Thomas Paine  

 Walden by Henry David Thoreau  

 Society and Solitude by Ralph 

Waldo Emerson  

 The Declaration of Independence  

 The US Constitution !and Bill of 

Rights  

 Selected Federalist Papers  

 Democracy in America  by 

Alexis de Toqueville 

 Incidents in the Life of a Slave 

Girl by Harriet Jacobs  

 Sinners in the Hands of an Angry 

God, etc. by Jonathan Edwards  

 The Seneca Falls Declaration  

 Independence Day Speech by 

Frederick Douglas  

 A House Divided by Abraham 

Lincoln  

 Second Inaugural Address by 

Abraham  

 The New Nationalism by 

Theodore Roosevelt  

 Peace Without Victory   by 

Woodrow Wilson  

 Nobel Prize Speech  by William 

Faulkner  

 Inaugural Address by John F. 

Kennedy  

 Speech to Congress by Lyndon 

Johnson  

 Graduation by Maya Angelou 

 Notes of a Native Son by James 

Baldwin 

 Why We Don’t Complain by 

William Buckley Jr. 

 Hope is the Thing with Feathers;” 

“Because I Could Not Stop for Death” by 

Emily Dickinson 

 “Captain My Captain” by Walt Whitman  

 “To a Lady on the Death of Her Husband” 

by Phyllis Wheatley 

 “A Black Man Talks of Reaping” by Arna 

Bontemps  

 “Anyone Lived in a Pretty How Town” by 

e.e. Cummings  

 “The Beauty of Things” by Robinson 

Jeffers  

 “The Artist” by Amy Lowell  

 “Frederick Douglass” by Robert Hayden  

 “A High-Toned Old Christian Woman” 

(Wallace Stevens)  

 “Birches” (Robert Frost 

 “Conscientious Objector” (Edna St. 

Vincent Millay  

 “Domination of Black” (Wallace Stevens)  

 “Grass” (Carl Sandburg  

 “Harlem” (Langston Hughes)  

 “In the Dordogne” (John Peale Bishop)  

 “Mother to Son” (Langston Hughes)  

 “Poetry” (Marianne Moore)  

 “Richard Cory” (E.A. Robinson)  

 “Tableau” (Countee Cullen)  

 “The Death of the Hired Man” (Robert 

Frost)  

 “The House on the Hill” (E.A. Robinson)  

 “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” 

(T.S. Eliot) (E)  
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 The First Seven Years by 

Bernard Malmud 

 The Rockpile by James Baldwin 

 Antojo by Julia Alvarez 

 Everyday Use by Alice Walker 

 The Lone Ranger and Tonto 

Fistfight in Heaven by Sherman 

Alexie 

 A&P by John Updike 

 Children of the Sea by Edwidge 

Danticat 

 Bartleby the Scrivener by 

Herman Melville 

 The Blues Ain’t No Mockingbird 

by Toni Cade Bambara  

 Young Goodman Brown by 

Flannery O’Connor  

 There Will Come Soft Rains by 

Ray Bradbury  

 A Wall of Fire Rising by 

Edwidge Danticat 

 Where Are You Going, Where 

Have You Been? by Joyce Carol 

Oates 

 The Witness by Katherine Anne 

Porter  
 

 Serving in Florida by Barbara 

Eichenreich 

 On Dumpster Diving by Lars 

Eighner 

 The Figure of a Poem by Robert 

Frost 

 Salvation by Langston Hughes 

 Letter from a Birmingham Jail by 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 Saplings in the Wind by Mary 

Pipher 

 A Modest Proposal by Jonathan 

Swift 

 The Speeches of Chief Joseph 

and Chief Seattle 
 

 “The Negro Speaks of Rivers” by Langston 

Hughes 

 “The Pisano Cantos” by Ezra Pound 

 "Advice to a Prophet"  by Richard Wilbur  

 “America” by Allen Ginsberg 

 “On Being Brought From Africa to 

America” by Phyllis Wheatley  

 “Say This City Has Ten Million Souls” by 

W.H. Auden 

 “Upon the First Sight of New England” by 

Thomas Tillman 

 "Happiness" or "The Current" by Raymond 

Carver                   

 “Memories of West Street and Lepke” by 

Robert Lowell 

 “My Friends ” by W.S. Merwin 

 “The Black Swan” by James Merrill 

 “The Fish” by Elizabeth Bishop  

 “The Octopus” by James Merrill  

 Tulips” by Sylvia Plath  
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Teaching Resources 
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English Language Learner Resources 

Speaking Rubric of the WIDA Consortium 
Task Level Linguistic Complexity Vocabulary Usage Language Control 

1 
Entering 

Single words, set phrases or chunks of 
memorized oral language 

Highest frequency vocabulary from school 
setting and content areas 

When using memorized language, is generally comprehensible; 
communication may be significantly impeded when going beyond 
the highly familiar 

2 
Beginning 

Phrases, short oral sentences General language related to the content 
areas; groping for vocabulary when going 
beyond the highly familiar is evident 

When uses simple discourse, is generally comprehensible and 
fluent; communication may be impeded by groping for language 
structures or by phonological, syntactic or semantic errors when 
going beyond phrases and short, simple sentences 

3 
Developing 

Simple and expanded oral sentences; responses 
show emerging complexity used to add detail 

General and some specific language related 
to the content area; may grope for needed 
vocabulary at times 

When communicating in sentences, is generally comprehensible 
and fluent’ communication may from time to time be impeded by 
groping for language structures or phonological, syntactic or 
semantic errors; especially when attempting more complex oral 
discourse 

4 
Expanding 

A variety of oral sentence lengths of varying 
linguistic complexity; responses show emerging 
cohesion used to prove detail and clarity 

Specific and some technical language related 
to the content area; groping for needed 
vocabulary may be occasionally evident.  

At all times generally comprehensible and fluent, though 
phonological, syntactic or semantic errors that don’t impede the 
overall meaning of the communication may appear at times; such 
errors may reflect first language interference 

5 
Bridging 

A variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic 
complexity in extended oral discourse; responses 
show cohesion and organization used to support 
main ideas 

Technical language related to the content 
areas; facility with needed vocabulary is 
evidence 

Approaching comparability to that of English proficient peers in 
terms of comprehensibility and fluency; errors don’t impede 
communication and may be typical of those an English proficient 
peer might make 

6  
Reaching  

A variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic 
complexity in a single tightly organized paragraph 
or in well-organized extended text; tight cohesion 
and organization in oral language.  

Consistent use of just the right at the  right 
time; precise vocabulary usage in general, 
specific or technical language 

Has reached comparability to that of English proficient peers 
functioning at the “proficient” level in state-wide assessments 
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Writing Rubric of the WIDA Consortium grades 1-12 
Task Level Linguistic Complexity Vocabulary Usage Language Control 

1 
Entering  

Single words, set phrases or chunks of 
simple language; varying amounts of 
text may be copied or adapted; 
adapted text contains original language 

Usage of highest frequency vocabulary from 
school setting and content areas 

Generally comprehensible  when text is copied or adapted from 
model or source text; comprehensibility may be significantly 
impeded in original text 

2 
Beginning 

Phrases and short sentences; varying 
amount of text may be copied or 
adapted; some attempt at organization 
may be evidenced 

Usage of general language related to the  
content area; lack of vocabulary may be 
evident 

Generally  comprehensible when text is adapted from model or 
source text, or when original text is limited to simple text; 
comprehensibility may be often impeded by errors 

3 
Developing 

 

Simple and expanded that show 
emerging complexity used to provide 
detail. 

Usage of general and some specific language 
related to the content area; lack of needed 
vocabulary may be occasionally evident 

Generally comprehensible when  writing in sentences;  
comprehensibility may from time to time be impeded by errors 
when attempting to produce more complex text 

4 
Expanding 

A variety of sentence lengths of varying 
linguistic complexity; emerging 
cohesion used to provide detail and 
clarity 

Usage of general and some technical 
language related to the content area; lack of 
needed vocabulary may be occasionally 
evident. 

Generally comprehensible at all times, errors don’t impede the 
overall meaning; such errors may reflect first language 
interference.  

5 
Bridging 

A variety of sentence lengths of varying 
linguistic complexity in a single 
organized paragraph or in extended 
text; cohesion 

Usage of technical language related to the 
content area; evident facility with needed 
vocabulary. 

Approaching comparability to that of English proficient peers; 
errors don’t impede comprehensibility.  

6 
Reaching  

 

A variety of sentence lengths of varying 
linguistic complexity in a single tightly 
organized paragraph or in well-
organized extended text; tight cohesion 
and organization 

Consistent use of just the right word in the 
right place; precise vocabulary usage in 
general, specific or technical language 

Has reached comparability to that of English proficient peers 
functioning at the “proficient” level in state-wide assessments 
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Supports for ELLS 

Supports Related to the language of 
Language Arts  

Supports related to the language of 
Mathematics 

Supports related to the language of 
Science 

Supports related to the language of 
Social Studies 

Illustrated word/phrase walls 
Felt of magnetic figures of story 
elements 
Sequence blocks 
Environmental print 
Posters or displays 
Bulletin boards 
Photographs 
Cartoons 
Audio books 
Songs/Chants 

Blocks/Cubes 
Clocks, sundials and other 
timekeepers 
Number Lines 
Models of geometric figures 
Calculators 
Protractors 
Rulers, yard/meter sticks 
Geoboards 
Counters 
Compasses 
Calendars 
Coins 

Scientific instruments 
Measurement tools 
Physical Models 
Natural Materials 
Actual Substances, organisms or 
objects of investigation 
Posters/Illustrations of processes or 
cycles 

Maps 
Globes 
Atlases 
Compasses 
Timelines 
Multicultural Artifacts 
Arial and Satellite Photographs 
Video Clips 
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Third Year English – Sample MPI 

Unit 1: “Perceptions of the American Dream” 

Connections:  

RI2: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the course of the text, including how it emerges and 

is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.  

SL1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one on one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on 

grades 9-10 topics, texts.  

Example Context for Language Use: ESL students would benefit from the teacher preparing a lesson in which the class engages in a small group 

discussion on the two central ideas of the text. Prior to this lesson, the students have had the opportunity to read the text and use a graphic 

organizer (a timeline is suggested). In addition, some explicit language instruction on using transition words would support their ability to 

participate in the content and expand their linguistic abilities.  

Cognitive Function: Identify two central ideas in I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings and explain how they interact and build on one another to create overall 
meaning within the book.  
 

 Level 1 – Entering Level 2 – Emerging Level 3 – Developing Level 4 – Expanding Level 5 - Bridging 

LANGUAGE 
DOMAIN: 
Speaking 

Use laminated word 

bank to check off key 

vocabulary words they 

hear; use fiction and 

non-fiction flashcards to 

show the genre.  

 

Use sentences stems 

and a word bank to 

determine whether the 

text is fiction or non-

fiction.  

 

Use list of conventions 

and features with a 

word bank to 

determine whether the 

text is fiction or non-

fiction.  

 

List key conventions and 

features to determine 

whether the text is 

fiction or non-fiction by 

using complete 

sentences.  

 

Write complete sentences 

describing 3 features that 

help determine whether 

the text is fiction or non-

fiction (“I know this is 

non-fiction because…”).  

Le
ve

l 6
 –

 R
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Note-Taking 

Content Response Notes (Informational Text)  
 

Chapter/Section/Article/Document/Presentation Title/Topic 

Key Concepts, Phenomena, 
Processes, Events, Documents, 
Decisions, Laws, People, 
Organizations, Inc.  
 

Name it: 
 Identify and list the key 

concepts, events, phenomena, 
etc. included in the title, major 
headings, subheadings, 
illustrations, boldfaced and 
italicized words, chapter 
summary as you preview the 
text. 

 Identify and list additional key 
concepts, phenomena, events, 
people, etc. as you read, listen, 
and/or watch. 

 

Question It: 
 Identify any questions you have 

about key concepts, events, 
phenomena, etc.  

 You will answer these 
questions after you’ve 
completed your content notes. 

 

Explain It:  Succinctly, in note form, using your own words (and key quotes from primary source documents).  
Include keys dates. 
 

Helpful Hints: 
 Underline or highlight the names of key concepts, people, phenomena, events, etc. 
 Write in phrases or key words 
 Use a symbol to identify the main idea 
 Use a different symbol to identify important details and examples, directly under the main ideas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Summarize It: 100 Word Limit 
 Briefly synthesize what you have learned from the reading, video, or presentation, including the topic, main idea, most important details, and 

examples. 
 Explain why the concepts, phenomena, people, etc. you studied are important for your and others to study, remember and understand.  
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Content/Response Notes Organizer: Fiction, Poetry, Drama 
 

Title:        Author:      Pages: 
 

Element/Device Quotes & Notes (w/pg. #) Importance H.O.T. Responses: Developing Habits of Mind* 

 
__ Plot/Action 
 
__ Character 
 
__ Setting 
 
__ Theme 
 
__ Tone/Mood 
 
__ Conflict/ 
Resolution 
 
__ P.O.V. 
 
Device (e.g., symbolism, irony, 

flashback, satire, 
personification): 
__ All the above. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Summary: 
 Important Development (e.g., “This section was important to the development of _____ 

because…..”) 

 Important Details/Evidence: Quotes & Notes 

Extended Response: 
 Response 

 Details/Evidence 

 Explanation/Reasoning 
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H.O.T. Responses: Key Questions  

Determine Importance: 

 What specific text is important to think about and remember? 

 Why is this text important to the development of the theme, a “big idea”, the tone/mood, the conflict/resolution; to the development of a selected element; as a 

literary/poetic/dramatic/rhetorical device; for some other reason?  What have I learned from it? 

Question: 

 What confusing words, phrases, lines, or passages do I need help with? 

 What other questions do I have, that I want and need answers to? 

Make Connections: 

 How is __ similar to something/someone else I’ve read (about), observed, studied, heard (about), experienced, or know about? (Compare)  

 How is __ contrary to something/someone else I’ve read (about), observed, studied, heard (about), experienced, or know about?  (Contrast)  

 How does __ help me reconsider some idea, issue, problem, challenge, experience, essential question that I (and/or other people) struggle with?   

 What was the cause and/or effect of __?  Why did __ happen?  (Cause & Effect) 

 How and why are these connections interesting and important, to everyone and/or to me? 

Identify the Theme & Author’s Point of View 

 Why did the author write this story, poem, play? 

 What important idea, issue, problem, challenge, human condition, or essential question did the author want to explore or explain? 

 What, if any, position did the author take on this idea, issue, problem, challenge, human condition, or essential question?  

Reflect/Search for Relevance: 

 What lesson(s)/new idea(s) have I learned from __? 

 How has __ changed my thinking, and why? 

 How can I apply what I’ve learned in some positive way? 

Infer/Interpret: 

 What do I think I know about __ that hasn’t already been revealed? 

 Why did s/he do that?  What are his/her intentions or beliefs? 

 What does he/she mean by this?   

 What does this line, passage, event, characterization, or setting imply, indicate, or suggest?  What might it be a symbol of, or a metaphor for? 

 What does all of this add up to, given what I just read and already know?   

Comment/Evaluate: 

 What adjective(s) best describe __?  What text leads me to believe this? 

 What action, idea, point of view, or solution do I like/dislike (or agree/disagree) with?  What text leads me in this direction?  

 What other action, idea, point of view, or solution would I prefer, and why? 

Predict/Estimate: 

 What will happen next, given what I’ve read, seen, heard? 

 What will the results likely be, given what I’ve read, seen, heard? 

Visualize: 

 How can I summarize or characterize __ in one or more images?   

 What details are essential to include in my visual? 
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Vocabulary Strategies 

 

 
Steps in the Vocabulary Self-Selection Strategy 

(Adapted from Bolachowics& Fischer, 2002) 

 

1. Have students read a text selection and identify two words that they find interesting or challenging. 

 

2. Have each student write these two words on a card so that they can be shared with the class. 

 

3. Ask the class to vote on five to eight words to be learned for the week. 

 

4. Engage students in a discussion of the words to clarify, elaborate, and extend word meanings. 

 

5. Have students record the word on the My Words Sheet and the Class Words sheet and generate a chart, diagram, picture, and 

definition to help them remember the words’ meanings. 

 

6. As an extension to this activity, ask students to create writing assignments, activities, games, and practice tests based on the 

selected words. 
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Name        Date        

 

Class Words: Vocabulary Self-Selection Strategy Sheet 

 

Word Sentence Definition Memory Help How I’ll Use It 
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Personal Vocabulary Journals 

Source: Based on Wood, K.D. (1994). Practical strategies for Columbus, OH: National Middle School Association improving instruction.  

 

Content Objective: Students will understand and acquire new vocabulary and use it correctly in reading and writing. Language Objective:  

Identify and use correctly new words acquired through study of their different relationships to other words. 

 

Rationale/Description:  Most vocabulary words learned by students are determined by the teacher, usually through commercially prepared 

materials and textbooks.  Consequently, students do not have the opportunity to learn vocabulary words of their own choosing, based on their 

individual interests.  The Personal Vocabulary Journal can be used by teachers of all grade levels and subject areas to help focus students’ 

attention on new words of interest throughout their daily life at home or at school. 

 

Intended for: Students of all grade levels, ability levels, and subject areas. 

 

Procedure: 

 

Step One: Ask students if they have ever heard or read a word in our out of class and wondered what it meant.  Also, ask if they would like to 

have the opportunity to choose their own words to study instead of having the teacher decide which are most important. 

 

Step Two: Display a blank vocabulary form on a document reader or on a handout.  Tell the students that they will use this form to record one or 

two (or more) vocabulary terms that interest them or that relate to the particular unit of study. 

 

Step Three:  Demonstrate a sample entry by thinking aloud the process that students will undergo to select and record their entries.  Enlist the 

participation of the class whenever possible. 

 

Step Four:  Make copies of the Personal Vocabulary Journal Collection handout and distribute it to the class.  Explain that they may be asked to 

keep a vocabulary journal for other subjects as well.  Also explain that they may be asked to choose any word encountered that interests them, not 

necessarily one that is related to a topic studied in class. 

 

Step Five (discussion option):  Students can be assigned to small groups of five to eight students to share words from their vocabulary journals.  

When appropriate, they may be asked to act out their words or make drawings to depict their meanings (these drawings can be displayed on your 

word wall).  
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Step Six (Additional options): Students may be asked to select two or three vocabulary words from their Personal Vocabulary Journals for the 

weekly or unit vocabulary tests.  These terms can be submitted to the teacher for assessment purposes.  Students can also choose two or three 

words to from their journal to add to their word wall. 

 

ELL Tip: The Personal Vocabulary Journal can be adapted for use with English language learners and second language learners.  Have students 

write vocabulary words in both languages.  They can include definitions and examples in both languages.  

 

Personal Vocabulary Journal Sample Exercise 
 

 

 

My new word is squall         

 

It is related to our science unit on weather      

 

I found it on the weather station on TV.       

 

The specific context is New Yorkers were surprised by a think squall early this morning.  No precipitation is expected 

tomorrow, however.    

 

I think it means rain storm         

 

The appropriate dictionary definition is a sudden gust of wind; a black squall has dark clouds; a thick squall has hail or sleet 

     

 

It reminds me of the word squall used in our Language Arts story which meant “to scream.”      

   

 

My sentence is the black squall scared the young children as they played ball in the street      
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Personal Vocabulary Journal Collection 
 

 

 

My new word is               

 

 

It is related to                

 

 

I found it                 

 

 

The specific context is              

 

 

I think it means               

 

 

The appropriate dictionary definition is             

 

 

It reminds me of               

 

 

My sentence is               
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Personal Vocabulary Journal  

Sample Exercise for English Language Learners 

 

 Spanish English 

My new word is Esfera 

 

Sphere 

It is related to Geometria Geometry 

 

I found it En el libro de texto The textbook 

 

I think it means Bola o pelota A ball 

 

Definition  Un objectoesferico o 

unapelota 

 

Spherical object or ball 

Example Un 

baloncestoesunaesfersa. 

 

A basketball is a sphere 

Picture  
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Personal Vocabulary Journal 

 

   

My new word is  

 

 

 

It is related to  

 

 

 

I found it   

 

 

I think it means   

 

 

Definition    

 

 

Example   

 

 

Picture  
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Rubrics 

Argument 

Gr. 11-12 

Score of 4 Score of 3 Score of 2 Score of 1 

Organization 

and 

Development 

Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), 

establish the significance of the claim(s), 

distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 

opposing claims, and create an organization that 

logically sequences claim(s), counterclaims, 

reasons, and evidence. 

 

Use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied 

syntax to link the major sections of the text, 

create cohesion, and clarify the relationships 

between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons 

and evidence, and between claim(s) and 

counterclaims.  

 

Provides a concluding statement or section that 

follows from and supports the argument 

presented. 

Introduces knowledgeable claim(s), 

establishes the significance of the claim(s), 

distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 

opposing claims, and creates an organization 

that logically sequences claim(s), 

counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

 

Use words, phrases, and clauses to link the 

major sections of the text, create cohesion, and 

clarify the relationships between claim(s) and 

reasons, between reasons and evidence, and 

between claim(s) and counterclaims.  

 

Provides a concluding statement or section 

that follows from the argument presented. 

Introduces claim(s), but fails to establish the 

significance of the claim(s), distinguish the 

claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, 

and creates an organization that logically 

sequences claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, 

and evidence. 

 

Limited use of words, phrases, and clauses to 

link the major sections of the text, resulting in 

a lack of cohesion, and clarity between 

claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and 

evidence, and between claim(s) and 

counterclaims.  

 

Provides a concluding statement or section, 

but it is disconnected from the overall 

argument.  

Fails to adequately introduce a claim; and 

fails to establish the significance of the 

claim(s). 

 

Fails to use words, phrases, and clauses to 

link the major sections of the text. 

 

Fails to provide a concluding statement. 

 

Support Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and 

thoroughly, supplying the most relevant evidence 

for each while pointing out the strengths and 

limitations of both in a manner that anticipates 

the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, 

values, and possible biases. 

Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly, 

supplying the most relevant evidence for each 

while pointing out the strengths and 

limitations of both. 

Develop claim(s) fairly, supplying the most 

relevant evidence for each while pointing out 

the strengths and limitations of both, but fails 

to develop the counterclaims.  

Fails to develop claim(s) and 

counterclaims fairly. 

Conventions of 

Standard 

English  

Demonstrates command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, spelling, 

capitalization and usage in writing. 

*See focus areas for conventions of Standard 

English below 

Demonstrates command of the conventions of 

standard English usage, but with some minor 

mistakes. 

*See focus areas for conventions of Standard 

English below 

Demonstrates limited command of the 

conventions of standard English usage. 

*See focus areas for conventions of Standard 

English below 

Fails to demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English usage. 

*See focus areas for conventions of 

Standard English below 

Knowledge of 

Language and 

Style   

Eloquently establishes and maintains a formal 

style and objective tone while attending to the 

norms and conventions of the discipline in which 

they are writing. 

 

Fully conforms to the guidelines in an MLA 

format. 

Maintains a formal style and objective tone in 

relation to informative/explanatory writing. 

 

Fully conforms to the guidelines in an MLA 

format. 

 

Inconsistently uses formal style and objective 

tone in relation to informative/explanatory 

writing. 

 

Does not fully conform to the guidelines in an 

MLA format. 

Lacks formal style and objective tone in 

relation to informative/explanatory 

writing. 

 

Does not conform to the guidelines in an 

MLA format. 

Use 

Vocabulary  

Uses precise language, domain-specific 

vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, 

simile, and analogy to manage the complexity of 

the topic.  

Uses well-chosen language, domain-specific 

vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, 

simile, and analogy to manage the complexity 

of the topic. 

Inadequate use of precise language, domain-

specific vocabulary, and techniques.  Fails to 

use metaphor, simile, and analogy. 

Fails to use precise language, domain-

specific vocabulary, and techniques such 

as metaphor, simile, and analogy to 

manage the complexity of the topic. 
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Comments/Suggestions for Student’s Essay:  
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Informative/ 

Explanatory 

Gr. 11-12 

Score of 4 Score of 3 Score of 2 Score of 1 

Organization 

and 

Development 

Introduces a topic; organizes complex ideas, 

concepts, and information so that each new 

element builds on that which precedes it to 

create a unified whole; include formatting 

graphics and multimedia when useful to aiding 

comprehension 

 

Uses appropriate and varied transitions and 

syntax to link the major sections of the text, 

create cohesion, and clarify the relationships 

among complex ideas and concepts. 

 

Provides a concluding statement or section 

that follows from and supports the information 

or explanation presented (e.g., articulating 

implications or the significance of the topic). 

Introduces a topic; organizes complex ideas, 

concepts, and information so that each new 

element builds on that which precedes it to 

create a unified whole; include formatting 

and multimedia when useful to aiding 

comprehension 

 

Uses appropriate transitions and syntax to 

link the major sections of the text, create 

cohesion, and clarify the relationships 

among complex ideas and concepts. 

 

Provides a concluding statement or section 

that follows from the information or 

explanation presented. 

Introduces a topic; but fails to organize 

complex ideas, concepts, and information 

resulting in a lack of cohesion among ideas. 

 

Limited use of transitions and syntax to link 

the major sections of the text. 

 

Provides a concluding statement or section, 

but it is disconnected from the rest of the 

paper.  

Fails to adequately introduce a topic; 

and fails to organize complex ideas, 

concepts, and information resulting in a 

lack of cohesion among ideas. 

 

Fails to use transitions and syntax to 

link the major sections of the text. 

 

Fails to provide a concluding statement 

or section. . 

 

Support Develops the topic thoroughly by selecting the 

most significant and relevant facts, extended 

definitions, concrete details, quotations, or 

other information and examples appropriate to 

the audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

Develops the topic by selecting significant 

and relevant facts, extended definitions, 

concrete details, quotations, or other 

information and examples appropriate to the 

audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

Does not fully develop the topic. Lacks 

significant and relevant facts, extended 

definitions, concrete details, quotations, or 

other information and examples appropriate 

to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

Fails to develop the topic. Missing 

significant and relevant facts, extended 

definitions, concrete details, quotations, 

or other information and examples. 

Conventions 

of Standard 

English  

Demonstrates command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, spelling, 

capitalization and usage in writing. 

*See focus areas for conventions of Standard 

English below 

Demonstrates command of the conventions 

of standard English usage, but with some 

minor mistakes. 

*See focus areas for conventions of 

Standard English below 

Demonstrates limited command of the 

conventions of standard English usage. 

*See focus areas for conventions of 

Standard English below 

Fails to demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English usage. 

*See focus areas for conventions of 

Standard English below 

Knowledge of 

Language and 

Style   

Eloquently establishes and maintains a formal 

style and objective tone while attending to the 

norms and conventions of the discipline in 

which they are writing. 

 

Fully conforms to the guidelines in an MLA 

format. 

Maintains a formal style and objective tone 

in relation to informative/explanatory 

writing. 

 

Fully conforms to the guidelines in an MLA 

format. 

 

Inconsistently uses formal style and 

objective tone in relation to 

informative/explanatory writing. 

 

Does not fully conform to the guidelines in 

an MLA format. 

Lacks formal style and objective tone in 

relation to informative/explanatory 

writing. 

 

Does not conform to the guidelines in 

an MLA format. 

Use 

Vocabulary  

Uses precise language, domain-specific 

vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, 

simile, and analogy to manage the complexity 

of the topic.  

Uses well-chosen language, domain-

specific vocabulary, and techniques such as 

metaphor, simile, and analogy to manage 

the complexity of the topic. 

Inadequate use of precise language, 

domain-specific vocabulary, and 

techniques.  Fails to use metaphor, simile, 

and analogy. 

Fails to use precise language, domain-

specific vocabulary, and techniques 

such as metaphor, simile, and analogy 

to manage the complexity of the topic. 
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Narrative 

Gr. 11-12 

Score of 4 Score of 3 Score of 2 Score of 1 

Organization 

and 

Development 

Engages and orients the reader by setting out a 

problem, situation, or observation and its 

significance, establishing one or multiple 

point(s) of view, and introduces a narrator 

and/or characters. 

 

Creates a smooth progression of experiences 

of events 

 

Uses a variety of techniques to sequence 

events so that they build on one another to 

create a coherent whole and build toward a 

particular tone and outcome (e.g., a sense of 

mystery, suspense, growth, or resolution). 

 

Provides a conclusion that follows from and 

reflects on what is experienced, observed, or 

resolved over the course of the narrative. 

Engages and orients the reader by setting 

out a problem, situation, or observation and 

its significance, establishing one or multiple 

point(s) of view, and introduces a narrator 

and/or characters. 

 

Creates a progression of experiences of 

events 

 

Uses techniques to sequence events so that 

they build on one another to create a 

coherent whole and build toward a 

particular tone and outcome  

 

Provides a conclusion that follows from 

what is experienced, observed, or resolved 

over the course of the narrative. 

Orients the reader by setting out a problem, 

situation, or observation, but fails to 

establish its significance, or multiple 

point(s) of view, and/or narrator/characters. 

 

Lacks a clear progression of experiences of 

events 

 

Limited use of techniques to sequence 

events so that they build on one another. 

 

Provides a conclusion, but it is disconnected 

from the narrative. 

Fails to engage or orient the reader. 

 

Lacks a progression of experiences of 

events 

 

Fails to use techniques to sequence 

events so that they build on one another 

to create a coherent whole. 

 

Lacks a conclusion.  

Narrative  

Technique 

Uses narrative techniques, such as dialogue, 

pacing, description, reflection, and multiple 

plot lines, to develop experiences, events, 

and/or characters. 

 

Uses some narrative techniques, such as 

dialogue, pacing, description, reflection, 

and multiple plot lines to develop 

experiences, events, and/or characters. 

 

Limited use of narrative techniques, such as 

dialogue, pacing, description, reflection, 

and multiple plot lines to develop 

experiences, events, and/or characters. 

 

Fails to use narrative techniques, such 

as dialogue, pacing, description, 

reflection, and multiple plot lines to 

develop experiences, events, and/or 

characters. 

Conventions 

of Standard 

English  

Demonstrates command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation and spelling 

throughout the paper. 

 

*See focus areas for conventions of Standard 

English below 

Demonstrates command of the conventions 

of standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation and spelling, but 

with some minor mistakes. 

 

*See focus areas for conventions of 

Standard English below 

Demonstrates limited command of the 

conventions of standard English grammar 

and usage. 

 

*See focus areas for conventions of 

Standard English below 

Fails to demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English 

grammar and usage. 

 

*See focus areas for conventions of 

Standard English below 

Knowledge of 

Language and 

Style   

Eloquently maintains a formal style and 

objective tone in relation to narrative writing. 

Maintains a formal style and objective tone 

in relation to narrative writing. 

Inconsistently uses formal style and 

objective tone in relation to narrative 

writing. 

Lacks formal style and objective tone in 

relation to narrative writing. 

Use 

Vocabulary 

and Imagery  

Use precise words and phrases, telling details, 

and sensory language to convey a vivid picture 

of the experiences, events, setting, and/or 

characters. 

Uses well-chosen words and phrases, telling 

details, and sensory language to convey a 

picture of experiences, events, settings, 

and/or characters. 

Inadequate use of precise words and 

phrases, telling details, and sensory 

language.   

Fails to use of precise words and 

phrases, telling details, and sensory 

language.   
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Research 

11-12 

Score of 4 Score of 3 Score of 2 Score of 1 

Organization 

and 

Development 

Answers a teacher or student generated 

question or solves a problem. The paper 

narrows or broadens the inquiry when 

appropriate 

 

Synthesizes multiple sources on the subject, 

demonstrating understanding of the subject 

under investigation.  

 

Skillfully uses words, phrases, and clauses to 

link the major sections of the text, create 

cohesion, and clarify the relationships between 

ideas. 

 

Provides a concluding statement or section 

that answers the question or solves the 

problem under inquiry.  

Answers a teacher or student generated 

question or solves a problem.  

 

Synthesizes sources on the subject, 

demonstrating understanding of the subject 

under investigation.  

 

Uses words, phrases, and clauses to link the 

major sections of the text, create cohesion, 

and clarify the relationships between ideas. 

 

Provides a concluding statement or section 

that answers the question or solves the 

problem under inquiry. 

Is not based on answering a teacher or 

student generated question or problem,  

 

Provides information, demonstrating basic 

understanding of the subject under 

investigation.  

 

Inconsistently uses words, phrases, and 

clauses to link the major sections of the 

text, resulting in a lack of cohesion. 

 

Provides a concluding statement or section, 

but fails to answer the question or solve the 

problem under inquiry. 

Fails answers a teacher or student 

generated question or solves a problem.  

 

Provides little to no relevant 

information related to the subject under 

investigation.  

 

Inadequate use of words, phrases, and 

clauses to link the major sections of the 

text, which results in a lack of clarity 

and cohesion.  

 

Does not provide a conclusion that is 

connected to the question or problem 

under inquiry.  

 

Support Provides relevant information from multiple 

authoritative print and digital sources, using 

advanced searches effectively. 

Assesses the strengths and limitations of each 

source in terms of task, purpose, and audience.  

 

Integrates information into the text selectively 

to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding 

plagiarism and overreliance on any one 

source. 

Provides relevant information from multiple 

authoritative print and digital sources, but is 

lacking in effective use of advanced 

searches. Assesses the strengths and 

limitations of each source. 

 

Integrates information into the text 

selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, 

avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any 

one source. 

Provides some information from print and 

digital sources, but is lacking in effective 

use of advanced searches.  

Assess the strengths and limitations of some 

of the sources in answering the question. 

 

Integrates some information into the text 

selectively, fails to maintain the flow of 

ideas, and over relies on one source.  

Fails to provide information from print 

and digital sources. 

Fails to assess the usefulness of each 

source in answering the question. 

 

Fails to integrate an adequate amount of 

relevant information into the text 

selectively, fails to maintain the flow of 

ideas, and over relies on one source. 

Conventions 

of Standard 

English  

Skillful command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation and spelling. 

Demonstrates command of the conventions 

of standard English grammar and usage. 

Demonstrates limited command of the 

conventions of standard English grammar 

and usage. 

Fails to demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English 

grammar and usage. 

Knowledge of 

Language and 

Style   

Eloquently maintains a formal style and 

objective tone in relation to research. 

 

Fully conforms to the guidelines in an MLA 

format. 

Maintains a formal style and objective tone 

in relation to research. 

 

Fully conforms to the guidelines in an MLA 

format. 

Inconsistently uses formal style and 

objective tone in relation to research. 

 

Does not fully conform to the guidelines in 

an MLA format. 

Lacks formal style and objective tone in 

relation to research. 

 

Does not conform to the guidelines in 

an MLA format. 

Use 

Vocabulary  

Skillfully uses general academic and domain 

specific words and phrases at the college and 

career readiness level. 

Uses general academic and domain specific 

words and phrases at the college and career 

readiness level. 

Inadequately uses general academic and 

domain specific words and phrases at the 

college and career readiness level 

Fails to use general academic and 

domain specific words and phrases at 

the college and career readiness level 
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Oral 

Presentation 

11-12 

Score of 4 Score of 3 Score of 2 Score of 1 

Presentation 

of Knowledge 

and Ideas 

Presents information, findings, and supporting 

evidence, conveying a clear and distinct 

perspective so that listeners can follow the line 

of reasoning. 

 

Alternative or opposing perspectives are 

addressed. 

 

The organization, development, substance, and 

style of the presentation are appropriate to 

purpose, audience, and task. 

Presents information, findings, and 

supporting evidence, conveying a clear 

perspective so that listeners can follow the 

line of reasoning. 

 

Some alternative or opposing perspectives 

are addressed. 

 

The organization, development, substance, 

and style of the presentation are appropriate 

to purpose, audience, and task. 

Presents information, findings, but is 

lacking supporting evidence, which leads a 

lack of clarity in the line of reasoning. 

 

Fails to address alternative or opposing 

perspectives are addressed. 

 

The presentation lacks in organization, 

development, substance, and style  

appropriate to purpose, audience, and task. 

Fails to present information, findings, 

but is lacking supporting evidence, 

which leads a lack of clarity in the line 

of reasoning. 

 

Fails to address alternative or opposing 

perspectives are addressed. 

 

The presentation lacks development, 

substance, and style appropriate to 

purpose, audience, and task. 

Oral 

Presentation 

Skills 

Eloquently maintains a formal style and 

objective tone in relation to task. 

 

Demonstrates command of formal English 

when indicated or appropriate.  

 

Maintains eye contact with the audience 

throughout the presentation.  

Maintains a formal style and objective tone 

in relation to task. 

 

Demonstrates command of formal English 

when indicated or appropriate.  

 

Maintains eye contact with the audience for 

most of the presentation. 

The speech maintains a formal style and 

objective tone in relation to task for some, 

but not all, of the presentation. 

 

Demonstrates some command of formal 

English when indicated or appropriate.  

 

Maintains eye contact with the audience for 

some of the presentation. 

The speech fails to maintain a formal 

style and objective tone in relation to 

task. 

 

Fails to demonstrate command of 

formal English when indicated or 

appropriate.  

 

Maintain eye contact with the audience 

for most of the presentation. 

Use of Media  Makes strategic use of digital media (e.g., 

textual, graphical, audio, visual, and 

interactive elements) in the presentation to 

enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, 

and evidence to add interest for the audience. 

 

 

Makes good use of digital media (e.g., 

textual, graphical, audio, visual, and 

interactive elements) in the presentation to 

enhance understanding of findings, 

reasoning, and evidence to add interest for 

the audience. 

 

Makes some use of digital media (e.g., 

textual, graphical, audio, visual, and 

interactive elements) in the presentation to 

enhance understanding of findings, 

reasoning, and evidence, but fails to 

maintain interest for the audience.  

Makes limited use of digital media (e.g., 

textual, graphical, audio, visual, and 

interactive elements) in the 

presentation, leading to a lack of 

interest for the audience. 

Use of 

Vocabulary  

Skillfully uses general academic and domain 

specific words and phrases at the college and 

career readiness level. 

General academic and domain specific 

words and phrases at the college and career 

readiness level. 

Inadequately uses general academic and 

domain specific words and phrases at the 

college and career readiness level 

Fails to use general academic and 

domain specific words and phrases at 

the college and career readiness level 

Preparedness/ 

Length of 

Presentation  

Completely prepared and has obviously 

rehearsed the presentation.  

 

Delivers the presentation within the allotted 

amount of time.  

Completely prepared, but needs more 

rehearsal of the presentation prior to 

delivery.   

 

Delivers the presentation within two 

minutes of the allotted time.  

Somewhat prepared, and has not fully 

rehearsed the presentation.  

 

Delivers the presentation within three 

minutes of the allotted time. 

Unprepared and has failed to rehearse 

the presentation.  

 

Delivers the presentation within four or 

more minutes of the allotted time.   
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Formative Assessment Examples 
Strategy Description 

Index Card 
Summaries/Questions 

Distribute index cards and ask students to write on both sides, with these instructions:  (Side 1) Based on our study of (unit topic), list a big idea that you 
understand and word it as a summary statement.  (Side 2) Identify something about (unit topic) that you do not yet fully understand and word it as a 
statement or question. 

Hand Signals Ask students to display a designated hand signal to indicate their understanding of a specific concept, principle, or process:  “I understand:” Thumbs Up, “I 
don’t understand:” Thumbs Down, “I’m not completely sure:” Thumbs in the Middle 

One Minute Essay A one minute essay question is a focused question with a specific goal that can be answered within a minute or two. 

Analogy prompt Present students with an analogy prompt related to the concept, principle, or process that they are learning: (Blank) is like (Blank) because……. 

Web or Concept Map Any of several forms of graphical organizers which allow students to perceive relationships between concepts through diagramming key words 
representing those concepts. 

3,2,1 3 things you learned; 2 things you already knew, 1 thing you still don’t fully understand 

Think, Write, Pair, 
Share 

Students respond to a question by thinking about it, writing about it, and then sharing their ideas with a nearby partner 

Misconception Check 
 

Present students with common or predictable misconceptions about a designated concept, principle, r process.  Ask them where they agree or disagree 
and explain why.  The misconception check can also be presented in the form of a multiple choice or true-false quiz. 

3 Minute Pause 
 

The Three-Minute Pause provides a chance for students to stop, reflect on the concepts and ideas that have just been introduced, make connections to 
prior knowledge or experience, and seek clarification. 

 I changed my attitude about… 

 I became more aware of… 

 I was surprised about… 

 I felt… 

 I related to… 

 I empathized with… 

Observation Walk around the classroom and observe students as they work to check for learning.  Strategies may include anecdotal records, conferences, or checklists.  

Idea Spinner The teacher creates a spinner marked into 4 quadrants and labeled “Predict, Explain, Summarize, Evaluate.” After new material is presented, the teacher 
spins the spinner and asks students to answer a question based on the location of the spinner.  For example, if the spinner lands on the  

Inside-Outside Circle Inside and outside circles of students face each other.  Within each pair of facing students, students quiz each other with questions they have written.  
Outside circle moves to creates new pairs.  Repeat.  

S-O-S Summary 
 

The teacher presents a statement (S), asks the student’s opinion (O) (whether the student agrees or disagrees with the statement), and asks the student to 
support (S) his or her opinion with evidence. 

Fact Storming See attached “Fact Storming” sheet for full description and directions 

Peer Assessment Classmate evaluates peer work as compared to a set of criteria: rubric, checklist, etc.  (See attached “Peer Assessment” guides for examples).  

KWL KWL is a type of graphical organizer that students fill out before, during and after learning a new topic, concept or process, in which they fill in what they 
“Know,” what they “What to Know,” and what they “Learned.”  

Graffiti Walls The teacher places a large sheet of paper on a smooth surface, and invites the students to write or draw what they know about the topic.  Students “sign: 
their work or statement, allowing the teacher to see, at a glance, misconceptions, prior knowledge, and new learning targets 

Traffic Light Students use a green, yellow, and red marker to indicate the level of help they need with their work, by marking the appropriate color next to different 
sections of a piece of written work 

Directed Paraphrasing Ask students to write a layman’s translation of something they have just learned, geared to a specified individual or audience to access their ability to 
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comprehend and transfer concepts.  Categorize student responses according to characteristics you think are important.  

Application Cards After teaching about an important theory, concept, or procedure, ask students to write down at least one real-world application for what they have just 
learned to determine how they can transfer their learning.  Quickly read and categorize them according to their quality.  Pick out a broad range of 
examples, and present them to the class.  

  

Self-Assessment 
Strategy #1 

Have students self-assessed using a few guiding sentence fragments, such as:  
I am pleased with my work so far, because… 
Two improvements I’ve made are… 
Next time I revise my work, I need to focus on… 
I would grade myself a _________because I… 
In order to improve, I need to… 

  

Ungraded Descriptive 
Feedback  

Feedback that includes suggestions for improving the quality of the work; (Not a grade or %) 

Self-Assessment 
Strategy #2 or 
Self Reflection 

Post self-evaluation questions on the wall in the classroom. Examples of such questions would be as follows:  
What were you most pleased about? 
What do you need more help with? 
What did you find difficult? 
What did you already know about it? 
What did you find easy? 
What helped you move on to learn something new? 

Four Corners (Frayer 
Model) 

Four Corners is useful as a strategy at many grade levels and in many subject areas. It makes use of a familiar graphic organizer. Four boxes contain the 
words definition, information, example and non-example. The topic or concept is named in the middle of the graphic organizer. 

Chain notes Students pass around an envelope on which the teacher has written one question about the class. When the envelope reaches a student he/she spends a 
moment to response to the question and the places the response in the envelope. Look through the responses and determine the best criteria for 
categorizing the data with the goal of detecting response patterns. Discuss the patterns with students. 
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Lesson Planning 
Lesson Plan Template 

 

Essential Questions:  

 What thought-provoking questions will foster inquiry, deepen understanding, and transfer beyond the classroom?   

Learning Objectives:  

 What facts and basic concepts should students know and be able to recall? 

 What discrete skills and processes should students be able to use? 

Lesson Activities and Strategies: 

 Launching the Lesson 

o Grab the students’ attention 

o Generate curiosity about the topic 

o Make connections between previous lesson and today’s lesson 

o Establish the purpose of the lesson 

 Guided Practice 

o Building background for students 

o Modeling 

o Building Vocabulary 

o Pre-assessing where the students are at in terms of their knowledge and skills. 

 Independent/Collaborative Work 

o What are students producing independently or collaboratively to demonstrate that they have mastered the objective? 

o Is the activity or assignment designed so that students can make connections? 

o How are students grouped? 

o How is the lesson differentiated? 

o Is the activity hands-on?  Engaging? Applicable beyond the classroom? 

o Is there an opportunity for students to engage in some higher order discussion with each other? 

 Closure 
o What will the students (and you) do to summarize as assess what has been learned? 
o How will you address gaps in understanding you’ve identified during the lesson? 

 Notes/Reflections: 

o What worked?  What didn’t work?  What are your next steps?  

o  
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Class:      Dates:     Teacher: 
Essential Question(s):  What thought provoking questions will you explore this week that will foster inquiry, deepen 

understanding, and transfer beyond the classroom?   

 Learning Objectives:   

 What facts and concepts 

will students know? 

 What discrete skills and 

processes will students be 

able to use? 

Assessment:  

 How will you know if 

your students met 

the lesson objectives? 

Lesson Activities/Strategies/Homework: 

 How will you launch the lesson? 

 How will you guide their learning? 

 What independent/collaborative work will students engage in? 

 How will you close the lesson? 
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NOTES:   

What worked?  What didn’t work?  What are your next steps?  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


